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vulnerabilities, evaluate risk mitigation options, define risk-related responsibilities, and align information-related
Knowledge Architectures Denise Bedford 2020-12-30 Knowledge Architectures reviews traditional approaches

initiatives and activities with their organizations’ risk management strategies and policies. Compared to other

to managing information and explains why they need to adapt to support 21st-century information

works, this book deals with a broader range of information risks and draws on ideas from a greater variety of

management and discovery. Exploring the rapidly changing environment in which information is being

disciplines, including business process management, law, financial analysis, records management, information

managed and accessed, the book considers how to use knowledge architectures, the basic structures and

science, and archival administration. Most books on this topic associate information risk with digital data,

designs that underlie all of the parts of an effective information system, to best advantage. Drawing on 40

information technology, and cyber security. This book covers risks to information of any type in any format,

years of work with a variety of organizations, Bedford explains that failure to understand the structure behind

including paper and photographic records as well as digital content.

any given system can be the difference between an effective solution and a significant and costly failure.

Electronic Resources in the Virtual Learning Environment Jane Secker 2004-10-31 This book covers the key

Demonstrating that the information user environment has shifted significantly in the past 20 years, the book

current topic of electronic library resources and learning in the digital age. The book begins by outlining the

explains that end users now expect designs and behaviors that are much closer to the way they think, work,

changing ‘information environment’ in which librarians now work. It then goes on to discuss: the development

and act. Acknowledging how important it is that those responsible for developing an information or knowledge

of e-learning as a concept and the impact this is having on the further and higher education sector; the

management system understand knowledge structures, the book goes beyond a traditional library science

changing role of the librarian in supporting online learning; the technical problems associated with connecting

perspective and uses case studies to help translate the abstract and theoretical to the practical and concrete.

up library systems; the copyright and licensing of electronic resources in a digital environment; and, finally the

Explaining the structures in a simple and intuitive way and providing examples that clearly illustrate the

book offers tips for librarians when becoming involved in such initiatives. Examines the wealth of electronic

challenges faced by a range of different organizations, Knowledge Architectures is essential reading for those

library resources Examines the development of e-learning/online learning Considers the role of the librarian in

studying and working in library and information science, data science, systems development, database

supporting e-learning / online learning

design, and search system architecture and engineering.

Information Literacy: Moving Toward Sustainability Serap Kurbanoglu 2016-01-02 This book constitutes the

Metadata and Semantic Research Salvador Sanchez-Alonso 2010-11-09 Metadata and semantic research is

refereed proceedings of the Third European Conference on Information Literacy, ECIL 2015, held in Tallinn,

a growing complex ecosystem of conceptual, theoretical, methodological, and technological frameworks,

Estonia, in October 2015. The 61 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from

offering innovative computational solutions in the design and development of computer-based systems. Within

226 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on information literacy, environment and

this perspective, researchers working in the area need to further develop and integrate a broad range of

sustainability; workplace information literacy and knowledge management; ICT competences and digital

methods, results, and solutions coming from different areas. MTSR has been designed as a forum allowing

literacy; copyright literacy; other literacies; information literacy instruction; teaching and learning information

researchers to present and discuss specialized results as general contributions to the field. This volume

literacy; information literacy, games and gamification; information need, information behavior and use; reading

collects the papers selected for presentation at the 4th International Conference on Metadata and Semantic

preference: print vs electronic; information literacy in higher education; scholarly competencies; information

Research (MTSR 2010), held in Alcala de Henares––a world heritage city and birthplace of Miguel de

literacy, libraries and librarians; information literacy in different context.

Cervantes––at the University of Alcala (October 20–22, 2010). The first MTSR conference was held online in

Competencies for Science Librarians David Stern 2013-10-18 This book explores the expectations and

2005, followed by two more editions: in Corfu (2007) and in Milan (2009). The experience acquired during the

resources available to develop a set of important core skills needed for this profession. Leading authorities in

past five years, and the warm welcome of MTSR by the research community, encouraged us to organize this

the field of librarianship offer their extensive experience and insight to help beginners to understand precisely

new edition of the series, and turn it into a yearly event. According to the number and quality of the

what actual measurable skills are required to become a successful career science librarian. Librarians

contributions submitted for revision, our 2010 effort was again a considerable success.

currently working in the area will gain the data they need to be able to effectively collaborate with more

Social Network Mining, Analysis, and Research Trends: Techniques and Applications Ting, I-Hsien 2011-12-31

experienced people. Topics include reviews of key concepts, basic skills, terminology, ACRL instruction

"This book covers current research trends in the area of social networks analysis and mining, sharing

competencies, teams, and assessment of services. It also provides the latest knowledge on trends, standards,

research from experts in the social network analysis and mining communities, as well as practitioners from

terminology, professional associations, and a brief literature review, and recommended readings for

social science, business, and computer science"--Provided by publisher.

familiarizing librarians with their job responsibilities. Besides job competencies, the book reviews collection

Computers for Librarians Stuart J. Ferguson 2003-08-01 Computers for Librarians is aimed primarily at

development, reference issues, in-depth research assistance, cataloging and metadata, faculty liaison and

students of library and information management and at those library and information service professionals

outreach, career development concerns, continuing education tracks, and issues in collaboration assistance.

who feel the need for a book that will give them a broad overview of the emerging electronic library. It takes a

This source also provides extensive references and tables and figures to clearly present information. This

top-down approach, starting with applications such as the Internet, information sources and services, provision

book is a valuable resource for beginners who wonder what they need to know as they start their careers or

of access to information resources and library management systems, before looking at data management,

are considering this as an area of concentration, and as a refresher and professional development track for

computer systems and technology, data communications and networking, and library systems development. It

current librarians working with more experienced people in the area. This book was published as a special

also provides an interesting set of case studies, which help to put theoretical and technical issues into

issue of Science & Technology Libraries.

context. Computers for Librarians can be read as a survey of where we are in terms of the electronic library,

Design, Development, and Management of Resources for Digital Library Services Ashraf, Tariq 2012-11-30

but it is also intended as an educational resource, and includes self-learning aids such as learning objectives,

"This book offers a global perspective on the development and design of a digital library and highlights its

keywords and review questions for each chapter.

benefits over a traditional library"--Provided by publisher.

Managing Information Risks William Saffady 2020-10-28 Managing Information Risks: Threats, Vulnerabilities,

Practical Strategies for Cataloging Departments Rebecca L. Lubas 2011 Gathers practical advice from

and Responses identifies and categorizes risks related to creation, collection, storage, retention, retrieval,

leaders in cataloging, metadata, and education to help catalogers create flexible, Web 2.0-compliant, multi-

disclosure and ownership of information in organizations of all types and sizes. It is intended for risk

metalingual cataloging departments.

managers, information governance specialists, compliance officers, attorneys, records managers, archivists,

Metadata for Digital Resources Muriel Foulonneau 2014-01-23 This book assists information professionals in

and other decision-makers, managers, and analysts who are responsible for risk management initiatives

improving the usability of digital objects by adequately documenting them and using tools for metadata

related to their organizations’ information assets. An opening chapter defines and discusses risk terminology

management. It provides practical advice for libraries, archives, and museums dealing with digital collections

and concepts that are essential for understanding, assessing, and controlling information risk. Subsequent

in a wide variety of formats and from a wider variety of sources. This book is forward-thinking in its approach

chapters provide detailed explanations of specific threats to an organization’s information assets, an

to using metadata to drive digital library systems, and will be a valuable resource for those creating and

assessment of vulnerabilities that the threats can exploit, and a review of available options to address the

managing digital resources as technologies for using those resources grow and change. Provides practical

threats and their associated vulnerabilities. Applicable laws, regulations, and standards are cited at

guidance on the key choices that information professionals in libraries, archives, and museums must make

appropriate points in the text. Each chapter includes extensive endnotes that support specific points and

when defining and implementing a metadata strategy Provides insight on the new area of metadata

provide suggestions for further reading. While the book is grounded in scholarship, the treatment is practical

librarianship while positions are opening in many organizations and many professionals worldwide are

rather than theoretical. Each chapter focuses on knowledge and recommendations that readers can use to:

charged with managing and sharing metadata Focuses on metadata usability and the careful definition of

heighten risk awareness within their organizations, identify threats and their associated consequences, assess

what a digital library system must do in order to define a metadata strategy
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Learning Objects Keith Harman 2007

Electronic Publishing Bibliography presents over 3,800 selected English-language articles, books, and other

Building a Digital Repository Program with Limited Resources Abby Clobridge 2010-09-24 Whether you are

textual sources that are useful in understanding scholarly electronic publishing efforts on the Internet. It covers

just starting to create a digital repository or your institution already has a fully-developed program, this book

digital copyright, digital libraries, digital preservation, digital rights management, digital repositories, economic

provides strategies for building and maintaining a high-use, cohesive, and fiscally-responsible repository with

issues, electronic books and texts, electronic serials, license agreements, metadata, publisher issues, open

collections that showcase your institution. The book explains how to strategically select projects tied to your

access, and other related topics. Most sources have been published from 1990 through 2010. Many

institution’s goals, create processes and workflows designed to support a fully-functioning program, and

references have links to freely available copies of included works. Peter Jacso said in ONLINE (vol. 27, no. 3

creatively utilize existing resources. The benefits of taking a holistic approach to creating a digital repository

2003, pp. 73-76): "SEP is compiled with utter professionalism. It reminds me of the work of the best artisans

program rather than focusing only on individual collections are discussed. Case studies and best practices

who know not only every item that leaves their workshops, but each component used to create them--

from various institutions round out the author’s practical suggestions. Focuses on the bigger picture of

providing the ideal quality control. . . . The selection of items is impeccable. I have yet to find journal articles

repository work (creating a unified, cohesive program) but also includes suggestions for effectively

irrelevant to the scope of the bibliography. SEP could be used as a benchmark in evaluating

implementing digital projects of all shapes and sizes Focuses on doing more with less – strategies that are

abstracting/indexing databases that proudly claim to have coverage of electronic publishing, but do not come

perfect for smaller institutions or institutions which want to be fiscally responsible when it comes to building

close to SEP."

and sustaining digital repository programs Includes ready-to-use templates, worksheets, workshop exercises,

Information Resource Description Philip Hider 2012-11-23 An overview of the field of information organization

and assessment tools written by the author

that examines resource description as both a product and process of the contemporary digital environment.

Library and Information Science Michael F. Bemis 2014 This unique annotated bibliography is a complete, up-

This timely book employs the unifying mechanism of the semantic web and the resource description

to-date guide to sources of information on library science, covering recent books, monographs, periodicals

framework to integrate the various traditions and practices of information and knowledge organization.

and websites, and selected works of historical importance. In addition to compiling an invaluable list of

Uniquely, it covers both the domain-specific traditions and practices and the practices of the ‘metadata

sources, Bemis digs deeper, examining the strengths and weaknesses of key works. A boon to researchers

movement’ through a single lens – that of resource description in the broadest, semantic web sense. This

and practitioners alike, this bibliography Includes coverage of subjects as diverse and vital as the history of

approach more readily accommodates coverage of the new Resource Description and Access (RDA)

librarianship, its development as a profession, the ethics of information science, cataloging, reference work,

standard, which aims to move library cataloguing into the centre of the semantic web. The work surrounding

and library architecture Encompasses encyclopedias, dictionaries, directories, photographic surveys, statistical

RDA looks set to revolutionise the field of information organization, and this book will bring both the standard

publications, and numerous electronic sources, all categorized by subject Offers appendixes detailing leading

and its model and concepts into focus. Key topics include: • information resource attributes • metadata for

professional organizations and publishers of library and information science literature This comprehensive

information retrieval • metadata sources and quality • economics and management of metadata • knowledge

bibliography of English-language resources on librarianship, the only one of its kind, will prove invaluable to

organization systems • the semantic web • books and e-books, websites and audiovisual resources •

scholars, students, and anyone working in the field.

business and government documents • learning resources • the field of information/knowledge organization.

Handbook Of Metadata, Semantics And Ontologies Sicilia Miguel-angel 2013-12-17 Metadata research has

Readership: LIS students taking information organization courses at undergraduate and postgraduate levels,

emerged as a discipline cross-cutting many domains, focused on the provision of distributed descriptions

information professionals wishing to specialise in the metadata area, and existing metadata specialists who

(often called annotations) to Web resources or applications. Such associated descriptions are supposed to

wish to update their knowledge.

serve as a foundation for advanced services in many application areas, including search and location,

Cataloging and Classification Lois Mai Chan 2015-12-14 The fourth edition of the late Lois Mai Chan's classic

personalization, federation of repositories and automated delivery of information. Indeed, the Semantic Web is

Cataloging and Classification covers the analysis and representation of methods used in describing,

in itself a concrete technological framework for ontology-based metadata. For example, Web-based social

organizing, and providing access to resources made available in or through libraries. Since the last edition

networking requires metadata describing people and their interrelations, and large databases with biological

published in 2007, there have been dramatic changes in cataloging systems from the Library of Congress.

information use complex and detailed metadata schemas for more precise and informed search

The most notable being the shift from AACR2 to Resource Description and Access (RDA) as the new

strategies.There is a wide diversity in the languages and idioms used for providing meta-descriptions, from

standard developed by the Library of Congress. With the help of the coauthor, Athena Salaba, this text is

simple structured text in metadata schemas to formal annotations using ontologies, and the technologies for

modified throughout to conform to the new standard. Retaining the overall outline of the previous edition, this

storing, sharing and exploiting meta-descriptions are also diverse and evolve rapidly. In addition, there is a

text presents the essence of library cataloging and classification in terms of three basic functions: descriptive

proliferation of schemas and standards related to metadata, resulting in a complex and moving technological

cataloging, subject access, and classification. Within this framework, all chapters have been rewritten to

landscape — hence, the need for specialized knowledge and skills in this area.The Handbook of Metadata,

incorporate the changes that have occurred during the interval between the third and fourth editions. In each

Semantics and Ontologies is intended as an authoritative reference for students, practitioners and

part, the historical development and underlying principles of the retrieval mechanism at issue are treated first,

researchers, serving as a roadmap for the variety of metadata schemas and ontologies available in a number

because these are considered essential to an understanding of cataloging and classification. Discussion and

of key domain areas, including culture, biology, education, healthcare, engineering and library science.

examples of provisions in the standards and tools are then presented in order to illustrate the operations

Information Technology in Librarianship: New Critical Approaches Gloria J. Leckie 2008-11-30 In the last 15

covered in each chapter. Divided into five parts—a general overview; record production and structure,

years, the ground - both in terms of technological advance and in the sophistication of analyses of technology

encoding formats, and metadata records; RDA; subject access and controlled vocabularies; and the

- has shifted. At the same time, librarianship as a field has adopted a more skeptical perspective; libraries are

organization of library resources—each part of the book begins with a list of the standards and tools used in

feeling market pressure to adopt and use new innovations; and their librarians boast a greater awareness of

the preparation and processing of that part of the cataloging record covered, followed by suggested

the socio-cultural, economic, and ethical considerations of information and communications technologies.

background readings selected to help the reader gain an overview of the subject to be presented. This book

Within such a context, a fresh and critical analysis of the foundations and applications of technology in

is the standard text for the teaching and understanding of cataloging and classification.

librarianship is long overdue.

Paradigm Shift In Technological Advancement In Librarianship N.K. Swain 2011-08-01 A companion volume

The Organization of Information, 4th Edition Daniel N. Joudrey 2017-11-27 This fourth edition provides an

entitled 'Benchmarks in ICT Applications in LIS Practices: Essays in Honour of Dr Pawan Kumar Gupta, is

updated look at information organization, featuring coverage of the Semantic Web, linked data, and EAC-CPF;

being brought out separately on this occasion. The book, in addition to the discussions on the principles,

new metadata models such as IFLA-LRM and RiC, and new perspectives on RDA and its implementation in

offers an insight into the practical aspects of implementation and management. It also incorporates some case

the context of ISBD and MARC. • Provides an essential overview of information organization—a central

studies. Important topics covered in this book are: Open ArchivesWebometricsWeb 2.0 and LibrariesSocial

activity in library and information science—that describes approaches to organizing in libraries, archives,

NetworkingOpen Sources Software ToolsRural Development Information SystemMulti-Lingual Digital

museums, online settings, indexing services, and other environments • Newly revised and updated to reflect

LibrariesOpen Content (Knowledge) & LicensingCollaboration and ConsortiaData Standards for e-

changes in cataloging rules, address new standards, and introduce upcoming changes • Expands the scope

ResourcesDigital Library E-ResourcesLibrary ConsortiaAcademic LibrariesIndia Library ConsortiaElectronic

of content relating to information organization in non-library settings • Features vocabulary and acronym lists

Information ResourcesICT LiteracyUniversity LibrariesCopyright IssuesKnowledge Centres for

at the end of each chapter to help readers stay abreast of new terminology

RuralDevelopment

Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition Khosrow-Pour, Mehdi 2014-07-31 "This

Digital Scholarship 2009 Charles Wesley Bailey 2010 Digital Scholarship 2009 includes four bibliographies:

10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and

the Scholarly Electronic Publishing Bibliography: 2009 Annual Edition, the Institutional Repository

experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities,

Bibliography, the Electronic Theses and Dissertations Bibliography, and the Google Book Search

prospective solutions, and future directions in the field of information science and technology"--Provided by

Bibliography. The longest bibliography, the Scholarly Electronic Publishing Bibliography: 2009 Annual Edition,

publisher.

presents selected English-language articles, books, and other printed and electronic sources that are useful in

Metadata Fundamentals for All Librarians Priscilla Caplan 2003-02-17 Metadata is used to organize and

understanding scholarly electronic publishing efforts on the Internet. Most sources have been published

access information in an effective way. This is a comprehensive description of the various forms of metadata,

between 1990 and 2009; however, a limited number of key sources published prior to 1990 are also included.

its applications, and how librarians can use it. Both descriptive and nondescriptive forms of metadata are

Peter Jacso said in ONLINE (vol. 27, no. 3 2003, pp. 73-76): "SEP [Scholarly Electronic Publishing

defined and applied to library functions.

Bibliography] is compiled with utter professionalism. It reminds me of the work of the best artisans who know

Scholarly Electronic Publishing Bibliography 2010 Charles Wesley Bailey 2011-01-13 The Scholarly

not only every item that leaves their workshops, but each component used to create them--providing the ideal
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quality control. . . . The selection of items is impeccable. I have yet to find journal articles irrelevant to the

Multimedia Information Extraction and Digital Heritage Preservation

scope of the bibliography. SEP could be used as a benchmark in evaluating abstracting/indexing databases

Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences John D. McDonald 2017-03-15 The Encyclopedia of Library

that proudly claim to have coverage of electronic publishing, but do not come close to SEP."

and Information Sciences, comprising of seven volumes, now in its fourth edition, compiles the contributions

Discovery of Geospatial Resources: Methodologies, Technologies, and Emergent Applications Díaz, Laura

of major researchers and practitioners and explores the cultural institutions of more than 30 countries. This

2012-04-30 "This book provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research finding to

major reference presents over 550 entries extensively reviewed for accuracy in seven print volumes or online.

improve understanding of geospatial discovery methodologies and technologies, as well as techniques to

The new fourth edition, which includes 55 new entires and 60 revised entries, continues to reflect the growing

design and deploy geospatial resources in Information Infrastructures"--Provided by publisher.

convergence among the disciplines that influence information and the cultural record, with coverage of the

Metadata Richard Gartner 2016-08-12 This book offers a comprehensive guide to the world of metadata, from

latest topics as well as classic articles of historical and theoretical importance.

its origins in the ancient cities of the Middle East, to the Semantic Web of today. The author takes us on a

Reference and Information Services: An Introduction, 4th Edition Richard E Bopp 2011-05-23 Reflecting the

journey through the centuries-old history of metadata up to the modern world of crowdsourcing and Google,

dramatic changes shaped by rapidly developing technologies over the past six years, this new fourth edition

showing how metadata works and what it is made of. The author explores how it has been used ideologically

of Reference and Information Services takes the introduction to reference sources and services significantly

and how it can never be objective. He argues how central it is to human cultures and the way they develop.

beyond the content of the first three editions. In Part I, Concepts and Processes, chapters have been revised

Metadata: Shaping Knowledge from Antiquity to the Semantic Web is for all readers with an interest in how

and updated to reflect new ideas and methods in the provision of reference service in an era when many

we humans organize our knowledge and why this is important. It is suitable for those new to the subject as

users have access to the Web. In Part II, Information Sources and Their Use, discussion of each source type

well as those know its basics. It also makes an excellent introduction for students of information science and

has been updated to encompass key resources in print and on the Web, where an increasing number of

librarianship.

freely available sources join those purchased or licensed by libraries. A number of new authors are

Social Media Mining and Social Network Analysis: Emerging Research Xu, Guandong 2013-01-31 Social

contributors to this new edition, bringing to their chapters their experience as teachers of reference and as

Media Mining and Social Network Analysis: Emerging Research highlights the advancements made in social

practitioners in different types of libraries. Discussions of services in Part I integrate digital reference as

network analysis and social web mining and its influence in the fields of computer science, information

appropriate to each topic, such as how to conduct a reference interview online using instant messaging.

systems, sociology, organization science discipline and much more. This collection of perspectives on

Boxes interspersed in the text are used to present scenarios for discussion, to highlight key concepts, or to

developmental practice is useful for industrial practitioners as well as researchers and scholars.

present excerpts from important documents. Discussions of sources in Part II place more emphasis on

Indexing Piet de Keyser 2012-09-10 Indexing consists of both novel and more traditional techniques. Cutting-

designing effective search strategies using both print and digital resources. The chapter on selection and

edge indexing techniques, such as automatic indexing, ontologies, and topic maps, were developed

evaluation of sources addresses the changing nature of reference collections and how to evaluate new types

independently of older techniques such as thesauri, but it is now recognized that these older methods also

of sources. Each chapter concludes with an updated list of additional readings to guide further study. A new

hold expertise. Indexing describes various traditional and novel indexing techniques, giving information

companion website will provide links to Web-accessible readings and resources as well as additional

professionals and students of library and information sciences a broad and comprehensible introduction to

scenarios for discussion and example search strategies to supplement those presented in the text.

indexing. This title consists of twelve chapters: an Introduction to subject readings and theasauri; Automatic

Organizing Knowledge Jennifer Rowley 2017-05-15 The fourth edition of this standard student text, Organizing

indexing versus manual indexing; Techniques applied in automatic indexing of text material; Automatic

Knowledge, incorporates extensive revisions reflecting the increasing shift towards a networked and digital

indexing of images; The black art of indexing moving images; Automatic indexing of music; Taxonomies and

information environment, and its impact on documents, information, knowledge, users and managers. Offering

ontologies; Metadata formats and indexing; Tagging; Topic maps; Indexing the web; and The Semantic Web.

a broad-based overview of the approaches and tools used in the structuring and dissemination of knowledge,

Makes difficult and complex techniques understandable Contains may links to and illustrations from websites

it is written in an accessible style and well illustrated with figures and examples. The book has been

where new indexing techniques can be experienced Provides references for further reading

structured into three parts and twelve chapters and has been thoroughly updated throughout. Part I discusses

Geographic Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management Association,

the nature, structuring and description of knowledge. Part II, with its five chapters, lies at the core of the book

Information Resources 2012-09-30 Developments in technologies have evolved in a much wider use of

focusing as it does on access to information. Part III explores different types of knowledge organization

technology throughout science, government, and business; resulting in the expansion of geographic

systems and considers some of the management issues associated with such systems. Each chapter includes

information systems. GIS is the academic study and practice of presenting geographical data through a

learning objectives, a chapter summary and a list of references for further reading. This is a key introductory

system designed to capture, store, analyze, and manage geographic information. Geographic Information

text for undergraduate and postgraduate students of information management.

Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a collection of knowledge on the latest

Metadata for Information Management and Retrieval David Haynes 2018-01-09 This new and updated second

advancements and research of geographic information systems. This book aims to be useful for academics

edition of a classic text provides a thought provoking introduction to metadata for all library and information

and practitioners involved in geographical data.

students and professionals. Metadata for Information Management and Retrieval has been fully revised to

Building Digital Libraries Kyle Banerjee 2018-09-18 This book will thoroughly orient LIS students and others

bring it up to date with new technologies and standards. It builds on the concept of metadata through an

new to the world of digital libraries, and also ensure that current professionals have the knowledge and

exploration of its purposes and uses as well as considering the main aspects of metadata management. This

guidance necessary to construct a digital repository from its inception.

new edition, containing new chapters on ‘Very Large Data Collections’ and the ‘Politics and Ethics of

Metadata Richard Smiraglia 2012-11-12 Find out what makes metadata an exciting addition to resource

Metadata’, assesses the current theory and practice of metadata and examines key developments in terms of

description Metadata: A Cataloger’s Primer provides catalog librarians and students with a comprehensive

both policy and technology. Coverage includes: defining, describing and expressing metadatadata

instructional resource on the ongoing convergence of cataloging and metadata. Equally valuable in the

modellingmetadata and information retrievalbig data, linked data, and social mediaresearch data collections

classroom and as a professional reference tool, this unique book serves as an introduction to the concepts of

and open data repositoriesmetadata in information governance: compliance, risk and information

metadata within bibliographic contexts, demonstrating the potential for resource description. The book

securitymanaging intellectual property rightsthe politics of metadata: ethics, power and money. This book is

introduces various metadata schemes, including the Dublin Core, Encoded Archival Description (EAD), and

essential reading for library and information students at undergraduate and postgraduate level and will also be

Extensive Markup Language (XML), and discusses how to plan and implement a metadata-driven digital

useful reading for LIS professionals looking for an accessible introduction to metadata.

library. Metadata: A Cataloger’s Primer is more than a mere introduction to metadata applications and

Web-Based Supply Chain Management and Digital Signal Processing: Methods for Effective Information

management. The book’s contributors present basic operational definitions, an outline of the evolution of

Administration and Transmission Ramachandra, Manjunath 2009-10-31 Presents trends and techniques for

metadata in the cataloging community, and a discussion of basic metadata techniques, calling on hard-earned

successful intelligent decision-making andtransfer of products through digital signal processing.

knowledge gained from their experiences as educators working in cataloging and metadata applications. They

Scholarly Electronic Publishing Bibliography Charles W. Bailey 2009-07-10 The Scholarly Electronic

provide work forms, work plans, and practical examples that demonstrate the application of metadata for

Publishing Bibliography presents selected English-language articles, books, and other printed and electronic

resource description and depository development. Metadata: A Cataloger’s Primer examines: data structures

sources that are useful in understanding scholarly electronic publishing efforts on the Internet. Most sources

MODAL (metadata objectives and principles, domains, and architectural layout) framework literary

have been published between 1990 and 2008; however, a limited number of key sources published prior to

displacement knowledge domains discourse communities information ecologies personal metadata electronic

1990 are also included. Peter Jacso said in ONLINE (vol. 27, no. 3 2003, pp. 73-76): "SEP is compiled with

resources authorship attributes cultural information resources instantiation data modeling DTD (document type

utter professionalism. It reminds me of the work of the best artisans who know not only every item that leaves

definition) digital libraries and much more! Metadata: A Cataloger’s Primer is an invaluable learning resource

their workshops, but each component used to create them--providing the ideal quality control. . . . The

filled with introductory and theoretical material, original research, and instructive material for cataloging

selection of items is impeccable. I have yet to find journal articles irrelevant to the scope of the bibliography.

librarians and students.

SEP could be used as a benchmark in evaluating abstracting/indexing databases that proudly claim to have

Fundamentals of Technical Services Management Sheila S. Intner 2008-01 "The processes for acquiring,

coverage of electronic publishing, but do not come close to SEP."

cataloging, and preserving resources have undergone dramatic changes in the past decade, and library

Metadata in Practice Diane I. Hillmann 2004-06-07 This collection of reports from the field is an opportunity

technical services departments have had to evolve quickly in response. Often, librarians asked to take on

for librarians to learn from the experience of others involved in technically diverse digital library archive

technical services management roles find themselves both underprepared and without guidance from their

projects. It offers project planners, metadata librarians, systems and technical services librarians, and

institutions"--Page 4 of cover.

catalogers a problem-solving approach and real-world supplement.
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